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Background

acta’s four year Get Together participatory arts programme was delivered for local people in Bedminster and Redcliffe,
April 2011 – 15, with support from Big Lottery Reaching Communities.
This report has been prepared to provide a summary of the programme delivery and an analysis of the achievement of
original project outcomes.
The evaluation aims to:





Outline the strategies used to engage potential beneficiaries during each year of the project.
Detail the range of projects and outputs used to enable beneficiaries to achieve outcomes.
Detail annual progress towards achieving project outcomes.
Outline results of consultations with beneficiaries and others.

Four Corners Redcliffe School 2012
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Outcomes
1. 375 beneficiaries of all ages will have better understanding of, and improved relationships with other community
members who are from different generations and cultures.
A total of 459 beneficiaries evidenced achievement of this outcome.
2. 200 young people will report a positive impact of their participation; improved physical and emotional wellbeing; increased self-confidence and self-esteem; reduction in social isolation; improved skills and employability.
A total of 211 beneficiaries evidenced achievement of this outcome.
3. 100 older beneficiaries (aged 55+) will report feeling more valued and less isolated within the community.
A total of 108 beneficiaries evidenced achievement of this outcome.
4. 75 beneficiaries from migrant, refugee and asylum seeker communities will report feeling less isolated and be
more integrated into community life as a result of their involvement.
A total of 97 beneficiaries evidenced achievement of this outcome.

Stories Redcliffe Community Play 2015
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Year by year activities outcomes progress

3.1

Year 1 – 2011/12

3.1.1 Summary of Programme
The programme launched at the acta centre on 6 June 2011, and delivered a series of summer term outreach projects and
short courses, many of which had an intergenerational focus and were aimed at engaging potential participants for weekly
groups to start in September.
A total of 421 people had participated in project workshops by the end of this first year.
Five regular term-time weekly groups were delivered from the acta centre in this first year:1) Two youth theatre groups for vulnerable children & young people started in September.
2) A daytime Older People's Arts (OPA) group met April - December.
3) An evening community theatre project for all ages began in September.
4) A Saturday morning group for families, with a focus on preparing for local events.
5) A community choir for all ages began in January.
The highlight of this first year of the programme was the large-scale event in December 11, Legends in Light, involving
nearly 400 people in a lantern-lit procession around local streets, with an estimated audience of around 2000. The parade
was hugely successful in raising the profile of the project in the local area, and brought together all the different Get
Together groups for the first time. Local people were left enthused about working together in the future, and the
Bedminster Winter Lantern Parade became an annual event in the years following this first acta-led one.
The most significant achievements in this first year were from bringing together groups of beneficiaries who would not
normally work together and in particular, improving participants’ understanding of local people from different cultures.
acta's international festival of community theatre (Coast), in March 12, was delivered as one of the Get Together smaller
events this year, and brought local people of all ages together to watch each other's performances, and share stories of
their lives and experiences. (The Festival included performances by Bristol Somali community, and a show from Poland,
which attracted local Polish audiences.) The Get Together community choir presented their first ever public performance at
the launch night of the festival, at which the Somali community theatre show, Crossing Borders, was also presented.

Winter Lantern
Parade (Bristol
Green Capital)
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Redcliffe Schools
& Community 2015

3.1.2 Progress towards outcome 1
A total of 144 beneficiaries enrolled and were included in the project evaluation framework this year, providing evidence of
improved relationships with community members from different generations.
The Legends in Light lantern procession achieved most in this first year of the project towards a better understanding of &
improved relationships with community members from different generations & cultures, bringing together all the different
Get Together groups. The project formed part of our strategy to focus on working in partnership with local primary schools
as a mechanism to engage new cultures through their children. Thus summer & autumn term outreach projects engaged
local school children in a range of arts activities, and then invited the whole family along to the acta centre to see the end
event, as a first step towards engaging the whole family. The procession on 17 December brought all the different project
groups together.
39 children & young people reported in 1:1 monitoring meetings that participation in this event (and the community
theatre festival in March) improved their understanding of & relationship with local community members from different
generations & cultures.
33 members of the community choir reported at a group evaluation that their first public performance had improved their
understanding of & relationship with local people from different cultures.
10 members of the “Artyzans” weekly adult community theatre group reported that their engagement in the project was
improving their relationships with other local people who they would not have otherwise met, and that this was
consequently improving their confidence, self-esteem and mental health, as well as helping them to feel more valued &
giving them a better understanding of the local community.
18 members of the Saturday morning family lantern-making group reported that participating in this intercultural group
towards a high profile community celebration event had improved their relationships within their own families and with a
wide range of local people from different generations & cultures.
14 adults from an outreach project in Redcliffe at half-term were noted to have improved relationships with other local
people as a result of their engagement.
9 children at the afterschool drama project at Holy Cross were observed as evidencing improved working relationships &
exhibiting a better understanding of the local community, as a result of their engagement in the weekly sessions.
The other significant success in achieving progress towards this outcome was a drama-based project for older people –
OPA. This group created a new play - Sherbet, Snails & Pinky Fruit – based on their childhood memories, which toured to
local older people's groups and schools throughout the summer and autumn terms. Five older people met weekly at the
acta centre from the start of the year, and performed the show on seven different occasions, to four different groups of
older people, and to three different school groups. The show was followed by an intergenerational question & answer
session with each audience, which proved particularly successful with the audiences of children, who were able to discuss
directly with the older performers what life had been like for them when they were children.
Towards the end of the year, the Sherbet, Snails & Pinky Fruit show was developed as a partnership with the after-school
children's drama group that we delivered at Parson Street primary school, bringing the two groups together to create a
revised performance of the show for school and family & friends of the children in December. 10 children and 5 older
people had benefitted from working together, developing a close relationship and understanding across generations.
Most weekly groups this year engaged a good intercultural mix of participants. Young people in particular have reported
raised awareness of other groups within the community who are represented in the project. At the Legends in Light event,
many remarked on the importance of having a focus for celebration; that even though it was not a workshop situation
which enabled them an opportunity to speak to each other, it was important to be working together with a shared creative
focus for the local community.
6

3.1.3 Progress towards outcome 2
A total of 61 children and young people engaged in regular weekly sessions and events in this first year of the project. They
participated through the two weekly groups at the acta centre, as well as through additional after-school drama projects,
the community choir and the Saturday morning group. (An additional 32 children & young people engaged in these
projects, but were not included in the evaluation framework.)
The weekly session for children aged 9 - 11 yrs successfully engaged 20 children throughout, with a waiting list operating at
some points in the year. The youth theatre session for 11-19 yrs was also successful in engaging the most vulnerable local
young people, but with slightly lower weekly attendance levels averaging 12 - 14 people. All these children and young
people took part in the Legends in Light event, for which they made lanterns in visual arts workshops leading up to the
event, and rehearsed some songs to perform outside on the night, working with a singing facilitator. An additional 222
children & young people engaged in the project this year through lantern-making workshops for the Legends in Light event,
the majority of whom also took part in the procession itself, alongside their family, friends and other local community
members.
Examples of evidence collected:Social / isolation - extremely shy / quiet and isolated when started, did not make eye contact; made new friends within
group & with others at events e.g. Legends In Light.
Identity – ‘the project has encouraged me to have a voice, feel more confident to speak out’
Addressing bullying – group workers collected evidence to illustrate that group work raises awareness of differences
between young people and encouraged their support for each other.
Confidence - as young people start work on their annual productions, they reported feeling proud of their achievements
and more confident, as a result of presenting work in progress to each other & to acta workers.

3.1.4 Progress towards outcome 3
A number of small outreach projects took place at the start of the project, over the summer period, with the aim of
engaging local isolated older people in new creative learning activities. A two week garden art course at the acta centre in
August attracted an intergenerational group of 12 local people, including two older people, who participated in a range of
creative arts activities to suit all ages. The OPA show (see above) was also toured to local older people's groups, including St
Catherines (sheltered housing scheme) and a lunch club in Redcliffe. As well as raising the profile of the project and the
activities on offer, the five performers in the group reported feeling more valued and less isolated as a result of performing
in public.
A total of 11 older people (5 members of OPA & 6 members of outreach project) reported that they were less isolated and
feel more valued as a result of engagement in this first year, with all providing further detail as to their improved mental
health. A total of 18 older people were engaged in regular weekly sessions this year.
An additional 23 isolated older people were engaged through two further outreach projects in the autumn and spring
terms. Following the successful performance at St Catherine's, a pilot visual arts workshop was set up in December, to
engage 8 older disabled residents in the project within their own familiar space. Residents were keen to do more, and
reported that they rarely get an opportunity to meet other people. In a second outreach project, a series of weekly sessions
were delivered at Monica Wills sheltered housing scheme throughout the Spring term, where 15 residents, many of whom
are disabled, participated in a storytelling project, creating a performance workshop for local children, to perform in May
7

12. Ongoing evaluation of this project provided evidence of isolated older participants feeling proud of their achievements
and more valued within the local community.

3.1.5 Progress towards outcome 4
The performances of the Crossing Borders show at the acta centre in June 11, which were successfully marketed to the
local Somali population, were significant in raising acta's profile amongst the local Somali population, achieving an 80%
Somali audience. (The performers in this show were not Get Together project beneficiaries, coming from other areas of the
City, but the audiences were very much potential future acta participants.) This show was brought back to the acta centre
for the Coast festival in March 12, once again attracting local audiences of both existing and potential future project
beneficiaries; audience monitoring evidenced more than 30 local people from migrant communities attended Coast week.
Our success in engaging some local migrant families in the project in this first year was largely as a result of the partnership
with the local children centre, Compass Point, and once again, a strategy to engage adults through working first with the
children. Those migrant communities that had engaged at this point were mainly parents who were participating with their
children.
In this first year, the project also succeeded in engaging children from migrant families through delivering a series of afterschool drama groups in all of the primary schools within the project area. acta worked in partnership with the schools in
the setting up of these projects to ensure that the children referred to the project would have most potential benefit i.e.
various project vulnerability factors, & children from migrant families. Once again, the strategy was to engage children
through their schools, and then engage them and their families in community activities at the acta centre.
An end of project evaluation with the Holy Cross afterschool drama group provided evidence that 6 children from migrant
families reported feeling more confident, less isolated and more involved in local community life as a result of their
engagement.
Towards the end of the first year, we set up the first project with St Mary Redcliffe Primary School, which serves the
Redcliffe area of the project, with the largest proportion of migrant families.
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3.2

Year 2 – 2012/13

3.2.1 Summary of Programme
Weekly activities, courses and outreach projects continued to engage new participants in a wide range of participatory
community arts activities in this year, which proved particularly successful in engaging increasing numbers of older and
migrant participants. Nine original shows were produced by 274 new project participants through the year, with thousands
of local people participating as audiences.
At the end of the year, 53 performers of all ages took part in the 1963 show, a major inter-generational project, which
engaged 6 new theatre group members and 18 new members of the choir. Work began in the autumn term, when a new
inter-generational weekly theatre group was set up to create an original show to commemorate the events of 1963.
Existing young and adult participants were invited to come together, but new people were also welcomed. The weekly
community choir workshops also welcomed new participants, and began work on songs for 1963; (the choir also took part
in the local lantern parade that took place in December, following the success of the Legends in Light lantern procession
last year). The 1963 show performed to a delighted audience of 245 local people over 3 nights.
Prior to the 1963 show in March 13, in July 12, The Artyzans adult community theatre group performed their show, Last
Orders at The Phoenix. The focus for the autumn term was the Four Corners show in Redcliffe, with performances by local
children successfully engaging a local intercultural audience.
The work in Redcliffe began with an outreach project of 10 weekly afterschool workshops at St Mary Redcliffe Primary
school over the summer term, which helped us to set up the Redcliffe Olympics workshops over four days in the summer
holidays, involving a total of 18 children and young people. These two summer outreach projects led into the Four Corners
community show, working closely with year 3 & 5 children and their families at St Mary Redcliffe Primary school in
September and October, to create four international stories from countries represented by the local community. The
stories were first performed to local community audiences at the acta centre, before coming together for one night in
Redcliffe, to a sell-out audience of local people.
After Four Corners, a weekly youth theatre group was set up in Redcliffe, and we began to market the project at other local
primary schools and the secondary school, as local residents confirmed that Redcliffe children attend a wide variety of
different schools. The youth theatre group was slow to get going, as we were keen to limit it to those children living in
Redcliffe, to ensure ownership by local people. We carried out research locally, meeting with community leaders,
professionals and other community organisations working in Redcliffe, to ascertain both how to engage local children in the
youth theatre project, and what other activities local families might be interested in.
In the New Year, a combination of positive leads enabled us to start to build a relationship with local Somali mums. We
delivered a taster drama workshop with 8 women on a local esol course, all of whom reported to workshop leaders that
they'd had a fantastic time, their confidence had improved, and that they had a much better understanding of their
community and the acta project as a result of their engagement. At the same time, a local mum responded to a letter
about Get Together that her children had brought home from school, asking what activities they would like to engage in.
She requested some football sessions for a group of about 25 Somali boys aged 8-16 yrs. We developed a project proposal
for a football film project, securing a coach from Bristol City FC, use of the new secondary school football pitches, and a
local freelance film-maker to work alongside the acta facilitator who was beginning to develop a relationship with the
Somali mums. The first football film workshop took place in April 13, attended by 19 Somali boys. On the same day, 8 local
young people attended the new Redcliffe youth theatre session, including 3 from local migrant families.
A further esol outreach workshop was delivered with another 8 local adults, a group of mixed gender and nationality, who
also reported to the workshop leaders how much this opportunity had enabled them to feel more involved in their local
community life, and had made them less isolated. A proposal was developed for a series of drama workshops at the acta
centre to be delivered for an esol group through the summer term; (in year 3 of the programme).
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Another major inter-generational project delivered in the programme this year was Tell Me a Story, which brought together
older people with primary school children, to develop an original story and then perform it to a local community audience.
The project structure was developed out of the storytelling outreach project delivered with 15 older residents at Monica
Wills sheltered housing in Spring 12, The Doubtful Ocean, which produced a book and a workshop performance for local
primary schools in May 12. A second outreach project for older residents at Monica Wills was delivered over the summer
months, which led to the Tell Me a Story project, with the year 3 class from Holy Cross primary school in the Autumn term,
The Magic Box of Stories, performing shows at the acta centre on 28 November & 5 December. In the Spring term, we also
led a short outreach project with four older residents at St Catherine's Court, two of whom continued to engage in the
intergenerational project at the acta centre with a class of year 2 children from Compass Point, working towards a
community performance at the acta centre in May 13.
As regards children and young people, in the summer term this year both youth theatre groups performed shows at the
acta centre to local community audiences. On 22 May, 20 members of Bedminster Kids performed The Mum's Wish to an
audience totalling 129 people, and on 10 & 11 July, the youth theatre performed their show, Once Upon a Nerdbook, to 75
people. There was also an additional show in the summer, A Smashing Time, performed by the afterschool (outreach
project) group at Holy Cross School on 1 June, attracting a local audience of 150. The new youth theatre group produced
their show, What If The Wicked Witch Won? towards the end of this second year, at the acta centre on 5 March, to a local
audience of 80 people.

Trip of a Lifetime Redcliffe Kids Theatre 2013
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3.2.2 Progress towards outcome 1
A total of 97 new beneficiaries of all ages provided evidence towards this outcome this year.
Questionnaires completed by the 1963 show performers provided the following evidence of progress towards this
outcome:When asked what was the most enjoyable thing about taking part, 8 people commented on social outcomes such as
making new friends and getting to know more people, and a further 7 people commented on community outcomes such as
the mixture of different people working together aged 5 – 70 yrs, and spending time with people that they would not
normally be with.
3 of the older performers commented on the inter-generational nature of the project and working with young people. 72%
agreed with the following statement: As a result of taking part in the 1963 show, I have a better understanding of, and
improved relationships with, other community members across different generations and cultures. 96% agreed with the
statement: As a result of taking part in the 1963 show I have made new friends and feel that more people know me in my
local community now.
Additionally, there was a group evaluation session for 1963 performers on Monday 3 June, at which all performers
reported that participation in the project had enabled them to achieve this outcome.
A total of 53 children and young people reported in 1:1 monitoring meetings that participation in their weekly sessions this
year, working towards local community performances, had given them an improved understanding and relationship with
local people from different cultures and generations.
Additional families also engaged in a series of six Saturday morning giant lantern making sessions through the autumn
term, and created a giant octopus lantern to lead the Bedminster Winter Lantern parade in December.

3.2.3 Progress towards outcome 2
A total of 53 new young beneficiaries joined existing young people from the first year of the project, so that 100 young
people were attending weekly sessions on a regular basis in this year - 6 new members of the choir, 6 new members of the
youth theatre, 21 new members of the kids’ theatre, 6 new members of the 1963 intergenerational group, 5 new members
of the Saturday morning group, 6 new members of Redcliffe youth theatre and 3 new young adults.
Young people reported making new friends in their groups, and how getting to know other and performing together had
helped them to become more confident. They also reported being happier, looking forward to coming to the acta centre
each week to participate, and to the end community production they were working on.

3.2.4 Progress towards outcome 3
In order to engage older people, a target was set to engage more people aged 55 - 70 yrs this year, hence the artistic
decision to focus resources on delivery of an intergenerational project to celebrate 50 years on from 1963, which would
appeal to people who grew up in the sixties.
Our strategy to engage older people through delivery of the 1963 intergenerational project in March 13 did succeed in
involving new older people, mainly through the community choir. Older performers all provided evidence that they were
more involved in community life, felt part of a team, benefited from working on something with an end focus, and had
made friends.
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Older performers in the Tell Me a Story programme reported feeling more useful and valued in their local area as a result of
being part of this project, and how much they appreciated the opportunity to work with the children to build
understanding and relationships across the generations.
A total of 17 new older beneficiaries evidenced progress towards achievement of this outcome in this year, bringing total to
date to 25. (12 members of the choir, 1 member of the Saturday morning family group, 2 new members of the Monica Wills
outreach project and 2 older participants from the new Tell Me a Story project.)

3.2.5 Progress towards outcome 4
In order to engage more migrant families, we needed year 2 to engage more residents from the Redcliffe area. Projects this
year included a summer outreach project, the Redcliffe Olympics, and a community theatre show based on stories from
around the world, Four Corners, which performed in Redcliffe in October.
A total of 38 of the 115 children who took part in Four Corners, were children of migrant families living in Redcliffe. The
Four Corners show on 23 October was massively successful in engaging the local audience of parents that had been the
target, achieving a total audience of 225 people in the heart of the Redcliffe community, with an estimated 50 – 60 people
from migrant families.
A number of weekly activities for Redcliffe residents then began in the Spring term, including a youth theatre, a football
film project, and drama for residents with English as a second language.
A total of 16 adult beneficiaries from migrant communities have evidenced progress towards this outcome in this year,
bringing the total for this outcome to date to 22. These are all people who speak English as a second language, and are
interested in using drama to help them improve their English, their self-confidence and their employability skills.

Sherbet, Snails & Pinky Fruit OPA 2011
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3.3

Year 3 – 2013/14

3.3.1 Summary of Programme
All the weekly groups came together for the Get Together intercultural festival week in July 13, which included
performances by the Bedminster and Redcliffe Kids groups, two performances by guests from the Rotterdams Wijktheater
(Dutch / Somali community performer, Sahra), the community choir & other guests at World Music Night, and a family fun
day to celebrate all the different cultures represented in the local area.
Earlier in the year, a second intergenerational Tell Me a Story project created a new show, The Boy & The Slim Dog, which
performed in May 13. The Making Time group for older people developed a “story tree” for children, around their story,
The Little Lost Sock, which they developed later in the year for intergenerational story sharing workshops with primary
school children.
An older youth theatre group began at the start of the new academic year in September, & created a workshop
performance in January 14, based on memories shared by local older people, and then started work on their annual
production for September 14.
A football film project was completed with Somali boys in Redcliffe in Summer 13, in partnership with mothers and Bristol
City FC, and the film was previewed at the July festival. Other participants from migrant communities were engaged
through new drama esol courses in Redcliffe.
A new adult theatre group, The Thursdays, created and presented a new show, Sisters, in September 13, and successfully
engaged new members throughout the year. In Spring 14 they started work on an original family show to perform
December 14, Land of Lost Things.
New weekly children's drama groups also began in September, working on new shows to perform in May 14.
Get Together also supported the (now independent) Bedminster Winter Lanterns in December 13, delivering Saturday
morning family lantern-making workshops. The community choir performed at the parade, and later in the year, produced
a concert of songs for local older people’s homes. The choir was particularly successful in engaging isolated older people in
this year, and became a key intergenerational activity for the programme.
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3.3.2 Progress towards outcome 1
All activity groups worked together with a joint focus, for the first time since the lantern parade in year one, at the Get
Together Festival in July.
42 new beneficiaries evidenced progress towards achievement of this outcome at the July Festival week and in group
evaluation meetings following the project. Existing beneficiaries also added additional evidence as a result of their
engagement in the festival.
7 new people joined the choir in the months after the July festival, and took part in a performance for local older people at
Monica Wills residential care home on 5 March, at which all reported a better relationship with other community members
from different generations as a result of the concert.
34 new beneficiaries took part in a series of intergenerational Saturday morning lantern making workshops in the Autumn
term, creating lanterns for the Bedminster Winter Lantern Parade, at which all reported & demonstrated improved
relationships with other community members.
Members of the weekly youth theatre and acta staff recorded memories from local older people, and then created a show
based on their stories, which performed in January. 12 new older & 7 new younger beneficiaries demonstrated improved
relationships at this event.
9 of our older beneficiaries attending the weekly Making Time group in November - March, took part in a series of storysharing workshops with a class of primary school children, and all evidenced a better understanding of, and improved
relationships between generations.

3.3.3 Progress towards outcome 2
A further 80 children and young people engaged in project activities this year and reported positive personal impacts as a
result of their involvement, bringing the total to 194 to date. Some groups were short-term interventions e.g. Somali boys
footie film, and others continued through the year e.g. youth theatres. All 80 children and young people evidenced
improved confidence & self-esteem, observed by group facilitators. This included 6 new young members of choir, 28 boys
in footie film, 2 new older young people in the Christmas show, 25 members of year 3 & 4 Kids’ Theatre & 18 members of
year 5 & 6 Kids’ (including some feedback from parents).
28 young people participated in youth theatre groups this year, 7 of whom were new to the project, and performed in the
January show, watched by an audience of older people. 13 participants began in September, and x16 were regularly
attending by end of year; all evidenced progress through the established monitoring framework of one-to-one meetings
with acta workers.

3.3.4 Progress towards outcome 3
We engaged an additional 61 new older participants in year 3, through the weekly Making Time group and other outreach
activities: 35 as new beneficiaries (who provided evidence of achievement of outcome), and an additional 26 participants.
Thus by the end of the year, a total of 63 older people had evidenced achievement of this outcome through evaluation
processes to date, including isolated people referred by GPs and other health professionals reporting feeling more valued
in weekly sessions & at events;
“It was lovely to see the young people bringing our stories to life."
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The January youth theatre show based on older people's memories was one of a series of intergenerational projects this
year. The "Tell Me a Story" project performed at the acta centre in May, with a new show in November that engaged x 7
older people (all 65 yrs+) with school-children, a second in January / February and a third one in March, both of which
engaged x 9 older people.
The partnership with local GPs made considerable progress in this year, with activities achieving more referrals of isolated
older people in this year than previously. Older beneficiaries were particularly proud of their own creative achievements,
and to see young people creating work which they themselves had helped with e.g. creating stories together or children
creating a show based on older people's memories. Towards the end of the year, the Making Time group for older people
were asked to design & create new artwork for children visiting the local surgery.

3.3.5 Progress towards outcome 4
The Get Together intercultural Festival, 8 - 13 July, engaged x 42 new beneficiaries alongside existing beneficiaries from all
cultures, including x 27 Somali children from Redcliffe, and local audiences for shows by refugees & asylum seekers and
migrant cultures. The “fun, family day” at the end of the week was delivered with an intercultural theme, in partnership
with local people.
A total of x 47 new beneficiaries from migrant communities this year reported feeling more integrated into their local
community as a result of the project - x 27 Somali children, x 7 new adult beneficiaries involved in the esol drama outreach
workshops, one Polish family engaged in choir, x 3 new adults in The Thursdays weekly drama group that began in Autumn,
and x 7 children from migrant families in new youth theatres.

Listen to our Story Get Together Festival 2013
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3.4

Year 4 – 2014/15

3.4.1 Summary of Programme
Intergenerational and intercultural workshops for the Redcliffe Lantern Parade were delivered for parents and children to
engage together, in the heart of Redcliffe (in partnership with Redcliffe Children Centre and St Mary Redcliffe Church).
Workshops were also delivered with all the children at St Mary Redcliffe Primary. A total of 389 people took part in lanternmaking workshops for the event. The project provided an opportunity for the programme to focus on the large numbers of
migrant families living in Redcliffe, and celebrate the community of Redcliffe itself, to enable a sense of belonging for
children living there (who have to travel outside of their immediate community to attend school.)
Nearly 500 children and parents came together for the parade around Redcliffe streets on Saturday 24 January, lighting up
and celebrating the local area.
The Making Time workshops with older people continued throughout the year, and have engaged an additional x 11 new
beneficiaries. The group have led a series of intergenerational projects with local schoolchildren, including storytelling
workshops and creating artwork for children using the local GP surgery. In the autumn term, the project worked in
partnership with the local GP surgery once again to use the acta centre for their annual flu clinic, to enable us to meet with
new isolated older people to try to engage them in our intergenerational participatory arts activities.
Additionally, 26 of the older participants who began work with acta last year took part in a final workshop on 1 December,
after which they provided evidence of their participation with acta enabling them to feel less isolated and more valued and
integrated into the local community.
Following the successful youth theatre annual production in September, Light-Snatcher, children and young people
reported improved self-confidence as a result of performing to the local community. New weekly children and youth
theatre groups began in September, and whilst they are engaging many beneficiaries from previous years, they have also
engaged 13 new members this year, including 3 from migrant families.
The intergenerational community choir continued to grow, and has had particular success at engaging isolated older people
through this final year of the programme. In the summer term, they performed at an acta theatre show, Lost not Forgotten,
at Arnos Vale Cemetery. The weekly choir workshops engaged a total of x 11 new beneficiaries (2 of whom had already
engaged in and benefitted from other weekly activities), 5 of whom were older people; plus an additional 6 participants
who engaged in one or two workshops only.
The weekly adult community theatre group performed their original new show, Land of Lost Things, to delighted audiences
at the acta centre in December 14. The group engaged 4 new beneficiaries in the project, including one disabled person. It
continued into the new year, attracting 6 new older participants (3 of whom were new to the project, and 3 of whom
already engaged in choir workshops), and started work on a potential new show for primary school audiences.
At the end of this final year of the programme, all weekly Get Together groups, the kids and youth theatre, a new weekly
intergenerational community group and the choir all came together with a shared focus once again to create and perform
the Stories community play for Redcliffe, that performed 31 March – 2 April 15.
The new community group engaged many of the existing young adult beneficiaries, as well as x 9 new beneficiaries, 5
adults and 4 children.
The final show engaged over 80 performers of all ages and 400 audience, providing a range of consultation opportunities
with both beneficiaries and the general public to inform the final programme evaluation.
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3.4.2 Progress towards outcome 1
All 90 of the new project beneficiaries this year have demonstrated a better understanding across generations and cultures
as a result of engaging in Get Together.
Additionally, Redcliffe Lanterns engaged nearly 500 local people of all ages who informally reported they had a better
understanding of the different cultures and generations that make up their local community, as a result of their
engagement in the project.
Excluding the additional beneficiaries in this year through the Redcliffe Lanterns event and the audience for Stories, a total
of 459 beneficiaries (target 375) have achieved this outcome over the four years.

3.4.3 Progress towards outcome 2
A further 17 children and young people have evidenced
progress towards this outcome this year, as a result of
engagement in weekly drama workshops, and working
towards the Stories community play in Redcliffe.
(An additional 365 children took part in Redcliffe Lanterns,
and although the majority reported improved skills and
integration into the local community as a result of their
engagement, these children have not been included as
beneficiaries as a result of the very short timeframe for their
participation.)
Thus, a total of 211 children and young people (target 200)
have achieved this outcome over the four years.

Once Upon a Nerdbook Youth Theatre 2012

3.4.4 Progress towards outcome 3
The Making Time weekly activity for older people has this year engaged a total of 11 new, previously isolated, beneficiaries
who have provided evidence of how their engagement has enabled them to be more involved in their local community and
improved their emotional well-being.
In addition, the outreach programme collected evidence that 26 older people have met this outcome, the choir has worked
with 5 new older beneficiaries and 3 new older beneficiaries have benefitted via the drama workshops.
(X 7 older people also participated in inter-generational lantern-making workshops, but have not been included as
beneficiaries.)
Thus, a total of 108 older people (target 100) have achieved this outcome over the four years.

3.4.5 Progress towards outcome 4
A total of 4 of the new project beneficiaries listed above have been from migrant families, and have demonstrated an
improved sense of belonging and being more integrated into their local community as a result of joining the integrated
weekly drama workshops.
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A series of drama workshops is also being delivered with x 8 parents from migrant communities, in partnership with
Redcliffe Children Centre, who are also demonstrating improved integration in their local community as a result of their
participation in the programme.
However, the main progress towards this outcome in this year has been through the Redcliffe Lanterns project, a truly
intercultural project through which children and young people developed their sense of belonging and understanding of
their local community. The project has included workshops with migrant parents at both the primary school and the
Children Centre, working with a total of 16 parents who have reported feeling more integrated into their local community
as a result of engaging in the creative programme.
Thus, a total of 97 people (target 75) from migrant communities have achieved this outcome over the four years.

Don’t go near them or they will…
Bedminster Kids Theatre 2013
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4. Analysis of evidence

4.1 How project activities contributed to achieving outcomes
4.1.1 Beneficiaries of all ages will have better understanding of, and improved relationships with other community
members who are from different generations and cultures
Get Together achieved this outcome by:
Providing a range of opportunities for people to come together for positive activities.
Sharing subject matter and learning – giving value to other generations and cultures – The programme provided
opportunities where people from different generations and cultures could share their life experiences and cultures: For
example, young people interviewing older people and using the material for a performance based on their life-stories; or
the Four Corners play that used stories from other cultures as the theme for the project.
Showing different generations and cultures in positive light -The programme was able to challenge preconceptions and
stereotypes around age and culture: For example, Sherbert, Snails and Pinky Fruit performances devised by older people for
local children showed older people as active performers; and Tell me a Story, with school children meeting and working
with older people on a story-telling project, encouraged older people to help children with their reading and writing skills.
Focusing on regular weekly activity programme - The project demonstrated how long-term engagement gave opportunities
for people to develop meaningful relationships and build new friendships, with many beneficiaries continuing to engage for
several years of the project, and social interaction continuing outside of the weekly activities.

4.1.2 Young people will report a positive impact of their participation; improved physical and emotional well-being;
increased self-confidence and self-esteem; reduction in social isolation; improved skills and employability.
Get Together achieved this outcome by:
Encouraging creativity - Through the project, young people were encouraged to contribute ideas and input into the
creation of scenes, stories and plays. It was found that encouraging people to come forward, and the valuing of those ideas
by the rest of the group and staff members developed confidence and self-value in the young people, which encouraged
them to contribute more, and have increasing faith in both their ideas and in themselves.
Developing communication and presentation skills - Young people were observed to develop their communication skills;
particularly their ability to communicate their ideas to others. This was achieved by a process which encouraged them to
work with others in the group, learning to listen, cooperate and negotiate in order to devise plays. Improvisation and roleplay encouraged them to develop vocabulary and verbal dexterity, developing the important skill of ‘thinking on their feet’.
Presentations skills were developed as the young people learnt to express ideas and put them over clearly, through
presenting and performing work.
Reducing social isolation - The project found that the vulnerable young people who came to the project developed strong
friendships and social networks with the other young people in their groups, and with members of other groups in the
programme when they engaged in large-scale projects. They became less self-conscious, and developed the confidence to
talk to other people, both in their peer group and with people from other generations. The role of the project worker was
particularly important, providing a positive and supportive adult with whom the young people were able to establish an on-
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going relationship. The programme provided valuable opportunities for the young people to develop relationships with
others from their local area who attended different schools & colleges from themselves.
Improving skills and employability - The development of creativity, communication skills, self-confidence and presentation
skills are recognised by employers to be important transferable skills and qualities. Over the four years of the programme,
young people have made positive progressions from the project; for example, in the third year, four young participants
moved on to University or College and five into employment. Three of the young adults engaged at the end of the
programme decided to stay on at school, with plans to go to university.
In addition to the impact on young people’s emotional well-being, several adult beneficiaries (25-55 yrs) with depression
and poor self-esteem, developed their confidence to the extent that they were able to progress into volunteering,
education and employment.

World Music Night
Get Together Festival 2013
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4.1.3

Older beneficiaries (aged 55+) will report feeling more valued and less isolated within the community.

Get Together achieved this outcome by:
Providing support and access to activities - Project workers engaged with older people were prepared to ‘go the extra mile’
to ensure people were able to access activities, providing transport, supporting individuals through maintaining regular
contact, forming friendly relationships, and generally building trust.
Providing weekly activities with peers - In addition to intergenerational projects, it was important that older people had
space and time with people of their own generation who share their experiences and interests.
Providing contact with children and younger people - Through intergenerational activities, such as the Community Choir,
story-telling projects, Stories and other large-scale events, older people have been able to share experiences and build
friendships with children and younger people which continue in the wider community outside of the shared activity. Older
beneficiaries have reported their pleasure on being greeted by children they have met through Get Together in the street,
or local shops.
Enabling older people to be seen as part of wider community, making a contribution and being valuable - This was achieved
through creating projects where older people engaged with the wider community, visiting schools, taking part in the choir
and theatre performances. In addition, eight older people have become more involved as volunteers for acta on a regular
basis; two retired volunteer gardeners, helping with box office and front of house; costume and set design and making.

The Land of Lost Things The Thursdays 2014
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4.1.4 Beneficiaries from migrant, refugee and asylum seeker communities will report feeling less isolated and be more
integrated into community life as a result of their involvement.
Get Together achieved this outcome by:
Using the programme to promote different cultures - Through presenting performances from different cultures, such as the
Four Corners project using traditional folk tales, and the Intercultural Festival where local people were able to hear African
and Eastern European music, take part in Bollywood dance workshops and see performances by asylum-seekers and Somali
women.
Creating projects that bring local people together - Through high profile and visible projects, such as Redcliffe lanterns,
where hundreds of local people from diverse cultures worked on the same project side by side; creating lanterns,
processing through the Redcliffe area, sharing food and celebrating.
Offering weekly activities open to all cultures – In addition to an open door policy of inclusivity for all cultures, the
programme set up weekly activities more appropriate and accessible to migrant communities. For instance, a Redcliffe
drama group was set up following the outreach at St Mary Redcliffe Primary, as it was suggested that more children from
migrant communities would be able to access an activity taking place on their doorstep, rather than needing to travel to
acta centre.
Targeting specific groups and using creative activities to meet specific needs – Midway through the programme, it was
recognised that there were large numbers of Somali children and young people living in Redcliffe who were not yet
engaging in the programme, so attempts were made to consult with local parents to ask what activities they thought would
be relevant? The Redcliffe Boys Football Film project was set up as a direct result of a request for a football activity from
local Somali mothers. Through this flexible approach to responding to local need, Get Together was able to engage local
migrant communities by meeting the needs that they had themselves identified. Other examples in the programme include
the ESOL through drama outreach programme and the Eid family arts project in the final year.

Stories Redcliffe Community Play 2015
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4. 2 Successes
4.2.1 Effectiveness of project structure
The programme provided a wide range of different engagement opportunities, both short and long term, in a variety of
settings and in a range of different art forms, and this enabled a greater number of potential beneficiaries to access the
project. It was found that providing on-going opportunities for engagement through weekly meetings gave beneficiaries a
sense of belonging, gave them time to develop friendships, and confidence, but also gave time for project workers to
discover the best ways to encourage use of existing skills. However, many of these beneficiaries would not have felt able to
commit to a long-term project when they first engaged, and so the combination of also offering one-off, outreach and
short-term projects enabled engagement of some of the less confident and more vulnerable participants.
Creating end products through these creative sessions was an effective way of providing a joint focus for beneficiaries.
Presenting the products, or performances to the local community both helped to build confidence in group members, and
also raise the profile of the group, and resulted in them being more valued by the wider community.
The weekly frame work was central to the success of the project in achieving outcomes, as it encouraged continued
attendance. Courses proved less popular and not as effective as a delivery mechanism, as people on the whole were
interested in being part of something, rather than learning something.
Through the four years of the project, we found that beneficiaries would access more than one activity as they developed a
sense of belonging to the project; for instance, several older people joined the choir, then began to attend theatre
performances by other groups, which inspired them to attend and take part in the daytime community theatre group.

4.2.2 Flexibility of programme delivery to enable best engagement and achievement of outcomes
Get Together set out to engage beneficiaries through a wide range of creative opportunities, all based on the project vision
that fun, local participatory arts activities, targeted at the most vulnerable, will provide both personal and community
development and progress towards reducing isolation, promoting intergenerational and intercultural understanding, and
improving confidence, self-esteem, emotional well-being and developing integration.
Of central importance was a continued flexibility of approach, enabling the company to respond to emerging needs. For
instance, the Community Choir was started after a suggestion from a local resident, who joined the choir, and
subsequently, acta’s Management Committee; the Somali football film project came from consultation with Somali
mothers worried about their sons.
The project had a dual approach of creating a large number of different opportunities to engage, but at the same time
ensuring that these engagements had the correct amount of time and quality of engagement to enable participants to
achieve outcomes and become project beneficiaries. To this end, a range of different engagement opportunities were
created.
Although Get Together had a basic delivery framework from the beginning - five weekly workshops, outreach, courses and
small & large-scale events - acta management adopted a flexible approach to the detailed programming, based on ongoing
monitoring and learning. The workshop programme was reviewed and modified depending on the success of activity in
attracting and retaining participants and the regular evaluation of benefit. Weekly Company meetings enabled essential
communication between artistic facilitators delivering workshops and preparing for events, and the senior management
team, who were also responding to new engagement opportunities through the course of the programme.
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4.2.3

Relationships of trust were developed over the four year long programme.

A key learning point from Get Together has been that the longer a person’s engagement, the greater the positive impact on
reducing isolation and building skills. Throughout the programme, acta has offered on-going, long term, open-ended
opportunities for people to engage, and enabling often vulnerable and cautious beneficiaries to develop positive
relationships with acta facilitators. Through this building of trust, beneficiaries feel safer, and become more adventurous,
trying new experiences.
One unforeseen outcome was the way in which beneficiaries accessed more than one activity; several older choir members
joining the daytime theatre group; youth theatre members joining the choir.
Also, working in specific areas, or with particular excluded communities, takes a big investment of time over a long period
to prove to people that the desire to engage with them is sincere, and long-term.

acta Community Choir acta centre 2013
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4.2.4

Community theatre offers opportunities to engage audiences as the next performers.

Primary contact with new acta participants is frequently made by engaging people as audience for a show that specifically
relates to them and / or their community. For instance, parents coming along to watch their children perform in a youth
theatre show, or Somali women coming along to watch a show created and performed by other Somali women. In the final
year of the programme, women from the Redcliffe diversity outreach group were encouraged to attend a performance of
Yusuf Can’t Talk, an acta play performed by Somali women with autistic children. This has inspired interest from this group
in future community theatre projects with acta.
An important part of the concept for Get Together’s work with local primary school children has been for the children to
create their own original performances, which family members could be invited to watch, in order that acta could
encourage adults from the wider community to engage in the programme, by raising the profile of the work in the local
area.

4.2.5

Experienced & caring artistic facilitators to engage vulnerable participants - sensitivity & community ownership.

Throughout the programme, a wide range of vulnerable people were encouraged to share their stories with others through
the creation and performance of their own work. This devising process required experienced, skilled, sensitive and caring
theatre facilitators. Feedback from the participants in the programme has underlined that the facilitation skills of acta
theatre workers are key to the success of our engagement strategy. This work has required project workers complete
understanding of the participants’ lives and vulnerabilities, in order that they can best be supported and encouraged to
achieve their best possible performance, and gain the benefits of doing so. Without this care and understanding,
beneficiaries would have been unable to share the acta facilitators’ focus on the end product.
“I was honoured to have a part of my childhood chosen as a scene in the play and very humble when asked to narrate that
part and to see the young ones play it so beautifully.” Stories performer.

4.2.6 Importance of enjoyment, fun & laughter.
Workshops have all been initially focussed on being fun and inclusive, but the continued engagement of participants was
heavily dependent on the facilitators’ ability to keep smiles and laughter within every workshop. A facilitator was often
working to achieve a fine balance between focused hard work and having fun. In addition to the importance to an
engagement strategy, there are also well-known proven health benefits to laughter and happiness. However, the ongoing
workshop monitoring & evaluation reported laughter and fun throughout the project, and was certainly a major factor in
beneficiaries’ continued engagement.

Sisters
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The Thursdays
2014

4.2.7

acta centre base in Bedminster

The local community theatre hub provided by the acta centre base in the heart of the area of the programme was a major
contributory factor to its success, particularly in terms of developing community ownership of the activities, and
encouraging participants to try out new activities, when travelling to a new space to take part may have presented an
additional barrier to their engagement.
The acta centre programme was so successful, however, that during the course of the project, demand for meeting and
activity space in the local area grew, and demand did exceed the supply of space; with only one space to use for activities
and presentations/performances, weekly activities had to be stopped when other groups were presenting their work;
meaning that activity programme had to be disrupted. This did mean, however, that participants from weekly groups not
able to meet could easily be encouraged to come along to support the productions and events happening in the place of
their weekly activity.
acta has secured funding from Arts Council England in the final year of the programme for the development of the centre,
with a new Studio, foyer bar/cafe area, and backstage areas being developed in 2015. Thus future local programmes will be
able to utilise two hall spaces, and accommodate performances and rehearsals or workshops taking place simultaneously.

4.2.8

Securing partnership funding from Arts Council England

In addition to the capital support to extend the acta centre, the Get Together programme was also a factor in acta securing
Arts Council funding for an arts & communities programme in Bristol, which was used to partnership fund the final year of
Get Together, funding the artistic production team for the Stories production in March/April 15.
This additional funding was crucial to ensuring the artistic quality of this final large-scale event for the programme, which
was an important element in the final evaluation, by providing an opportunity to consult with the 400 members of the
public who came along to watch the community production in the heart of Redcliffe.

Winter Lantern Parade Redcliffe 2015
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4.3 Challenges:4.3.1 Engagement of isolated older people
The programme found it difficult, particularly in its first year, to identify and make contact with isolated older people, and
developed a range of strategies to get over this difficulty; outreach sessions in sheltered accommodation; visits to lunch
clubs and other existing groups; links with Bristol City Council Housing; a partnership with the local surgery.
The identified barriers to engagement were a lack of transport; people’s reluctance to change their routine; fear of the
unknown and lack of understanding of what was on offer; ill health; lack of self-confidence. acta staff worked hard to
counter these barriers by providing transport, a friendly approach, telephoning or visiting participants if they could not
attend workshops. Of particular importance was the developing of relationships between beneficiaries and key members of
staff. It was found that for the majority of older people, however, once they had attended one workshop, they felt more
comfortable and less anxious and continued their attendance.
Intergenerational projects working with primary schoolchildren proved particularly effective in improving emotional wellbeing and mental health for older people, and made them feel more connected to their local community.
In the end of programme evaluation with the Making Time group, participants were asked whether taking part in the
project had changed them at all? Responses included:
“I feel happier.”
“I am on my own all the time, so to come here is wonderful.”
“It keeps your mind going and helps develop creativity to do things.”
“I have more confidence in myself.”
“I can trust acta staff; I can talk to Katie about personal things.”
“It helps (tackle) isolation.”
“It keeps you in the world.”
Perhaps most successful of all the strategies was the
partnership with the local surgery, to pilot social
prescribing of the programme activities for isolated
older people seen by local GPs. In addition to referral
of isolated older people from GPs and nurses, a
partnership with the Practice Manager led to the
surgery artwork project in the final year of the
programme.
For the future, acta has developed partnerships with a
series of new initiatives (Our Place, Bristol Ageing
Better) which are aimed at identifying isolated older
people, and directing them to social activities and
community interaction.
acta Community Choir at Arnos Vale 2014
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4.3.2 Engagement of migrant communities in activities outside of immediate community
Although the project was successful in engaging people from migrant communities, it was found that this took a large
investment of time and energy. The largest migrant community in the area is Somali, with the highest population in the
Redcliffe area.
Barriers to engagement were; lack of English; lack of understanding of community arts/theatre concept; cultural values
leading to women and girls being discouraged from performance, often linked to childcare responsibilities.
The project was able to develop relationships with the Somali community by working with partner organisations, and
especially through instigating projects which worked with local schoolchildren, and encouraged families and parents to
attend as performers. The project also developed a series of successful courses using drama as a way of improving spoken
English, developing partnership with local esol course providers.
Hosting performances from other Somali women’s groups at the acta centre, and inviting local Somali residents to attend
proved a particularly successful strategy, as the power of community theatre proved an effective tool for engaging migrant
communities. Somali people first engaged as audiences, thus learning that theatre is culturally acceptable, and this
provided the first step to encouraging people to perform themselves.
Developing projects with migrant communities in Redcliffe proved to be a long process. This presented a particular
challenge for the project, as the acta centre hub was not situated in the area where the largest migrant community lived.
However, the strategy of creating two large Redcliffe focal events in the final year of the programme made significant
progress for the Company in Redcliffe itself, and by the end of this final year there was widespread interest from local
residents in future projects, such as the parents’ diversity group at Redcliffe Children’s Centre.

1963 show acta centre 2013
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4.3.3 Geographical catchment area
From the very beginning of the project, potential beneficiaries sought clarification of the catchment area for the
programme. Whilst acta was keen not to be too rigid about participants having the correct postcode to be allowed to take
part, it was necessary to communicate which areas the programme was serving, and who we were seeking to involve in
activities, in order to ensure that the programme served the needs that it sought to address.
There was a steady incidence of people from other areas in the City wanting to access the Get Together programme
throughout. Often, these were vulnerable participants who did fit the target specifications in every other way, but were
from just outside the areas of Bedminster and Redcliffe. This was due to the growing reputation of the project as an
effective project for vulnerable and isolated people.

Winter Lantern Parade Redcliffe 2015
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5.

Evidence collection methodology
Evidence of outcomes progress has been collected by all acta staff members working on the project, and recorded on a
central monitoring system throughout. Quantitative information from every activity / workshop was collected and
recorded by workers; data on numbers attending, age, disability, individual attendance, and ethnic background of
beneficiaries.
Qualitative data, measuring beneficiaries' progress towards meeting outcomes was collected through observations by
project workers, informal meetings and conversations with beneficiary groups as part of weekly activity, including selfevaluation questionnaires for beneficiaries at the end of each year or small project. This regular monitoring has
enabled the project workers and the Executive Director to measure progress towards outcomes on a regular basis.
In addition, records were kept of numbers of people attending community events, and data collected through
questionnaires which monitored postcode, age, previous experience of acta projects, and their personal response to
the event they had seen.
A series of surveys and consultations were also carried out by project staff, and coordinated by Executive Director,
with both beneficiaries and other stakeholders, including representatives from partner organisations. Meetings
included informal consultations with each activity group, written questionnaires for individuals, one-to-one meetings
with partner organisations, and attendance at meetings of local stakeholder organisations.
Baseline data was collected for some beneficiaries engaging in weekly groups, through one-to-one meetings with
project workers, but when workers judged that collection of this data could prove a barrier to continued engagement,
other more appropriate methods were used. Sometimes this involved participants being asked to assess the impact of
their engagement in retrospect at a later point, and at other times, referring agencies or family members were able to
provide baseline information.
The programme provided opportunities to
survey the general public throughout, as
audiences at the theatre shows and
events, although the majority of the
audiences were friends and family of
project beneficiaries, so were still
connected to the programme in this way.
However, one third of the audience
members for the final programme show in
Redcliffe, Stories, were not friends and
family of one of the performers, and
therefore provided a useful public
consultation at the end of the project.

Last orders at the Phoenix acta centre2012
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End of project public consultation
The Redcliffe community production, Stories, in April 15 was watched by 400 local people, half of whom were
completely new to watching acta shows, and a third of whom were completely new to the project in that they did
not have family or friends performing in the show. They therefore provided a useful sample of general public to
survey about the impact of the project. A total of 58 surveys were completed, 15% of the total audience.
Whilst many commented on the artistic quality and professionalism of the production, there were a large number
of comments also noting the project’s success intergenerationally. When asked whether there was anything that
surprised them about the show, audience comments included:“All age groups cooperating and synergising in such a fantastic manner.”
“They all get on well together as a family.”
“Really wide age range.”
“The sheer scale of young people involved. It was wonderful!”
“Everything. Really good how everyone worked together.”
Many also expressed that they had not expected to learn so much about the local area:
“The depth of historical content.”
“Learning history I didn’t know.”

Magic Box of Stories acta centre 2013
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Audience were also asked what was the most memorable thing about the show, and comments linking the show to the
positive community impact included:“Happy faces.”
“That Redcliffe as a community existed!”
The quality of artistic production was mentioned by most, with some comments linking this to the strength of
community performers:“The choir singing whilst the older lady retold her story from WW2.”

Stories Redcliffe Community Play 2015
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Perhaps most significantly for this evaluation, audience members were also asked how the project had
benefitted local people and the local area? Comments included:“Raised the profile of the area. Highlighted its history.”
“It involved local community and interest.”
“Creating a sense of community and creating “local celebrities” to come and watch again and again.”
“Brings the community together. Teaches the history in a fun and energetic way.”
“Brought the past to life.”
“Hugely / confidence (cast) / community (locals).”
“Hopefully put them (Redcliffe) on the map.”
“Learning scarred history of an area brings communities closer.”
“Raising the profile of Redcliffe.”
“Gives people from all walks of life opportunities to act and brings the community together.”
“Giving a sense of history – explanation of the present conditions.”
“Brings people together, history – explain to both young and old, brings generations together.”
“Teaching them about where they grew up.”
“Providing a space for different people to do something together.”
“Sense of place – being involved, part of Bristol’s cultural life.”
“It has brought lots of people together who have benefitted from working together and something they might not
have otherwise experienced.”
“It has brought the community together to appreciate the shared history.”
“Lovely to hear such a positive perspective.”
“It’s living history.”
“Made me aware of my own local history (I live nearby). Brought together local people to tell local stories.”
“It has helped to tell the story of Redcliffe in an accessible way, helping the older people to reminisce and teaching
the younger folk about the past.”
“Made people from other areas aware of hardships faced by Redcliffe folk.”

1963 Show acta centre 2013
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“Great way to celebrate that even the ordinary places are special.”

The Land of Lost Things The Thursdays 2014
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